
interacting, and the user feedback is collected, analyzed and
included during the product development.
Conclusions:
Collaborative work done in AQ-WATCH shows strategic
interaction between our research and business-oriented
partners. Contributions from local parties are proven to be
valuable for regional adaption of the products. A throughout
dissemination including regional workshops is essential to
ensure proper knowledge uptake by the target audience.
Constant exchange with the private sector is required for a
smooth transfer from scientific results to commercialized
marketable products.
Key messages:
� The AQ-WATCH Project follows EU’s initiative to utilize its

space observations with added values to develop easily-
accessible tools to fight air pollution applicable to regions of
the world.

� The AQ-WATCH Toolkit is developed with iterative feed-
back exchanges between product developers and local users
to address air pollution issues, and will be eventually
exploited to the market.
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Background:
Climate change has far-reaching consequences on human
health globally. Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), the global
leading cause of death, are climate sensitive, mainly to
temperature. The temperature-CVD association is region-
specific, with several studies from Europe but relatively few
from low-and-middle-income countries (LMICs).
Methods:
We used a binomial regression model to analyze the
association between apparent temperature and in-hospital
CVD mortality in Puducherry city. A distributed lag non-
linear model was used to capture the delayed and non-linear
trends over a 21 day lag period to estimate the burden of in-
hospital CVD mortalities attributable to non-optimal tem-
perature between 2010 and 2020.
Results:
Tapp in Puducherry ranges from 23�C to 40�C. We found that
the optimal temperature range for Puducherry is between 33�C
and 35�C with respect to CVDs. Temperatures both above and
below the optimal temperature range were associated with an
increased risk of overall in-hospital CVD mortalities, resulting
in a U-shaped association curve. Up to 20% of the CVD deaths
could be attributable to non-optimal temperatures, with a
slightly higher burden attributable to cold (11.2%) than heat
(9.12%). We also found that males above 60 years of age were
more vulnerable to colder temperatures while females above 60
years were more vulnerable to the heat. Mortality with
cerebrovascular accidents was associated more with heat
compared to cold, and ischemic heart diseases did not seem
to be affected by temperature.
Conclusions:
Both cold and heat is associated with CVD mortality in
Puducherry. The comparison of the results of this exploratory
Indian study with those from European contexts show that the

associations differ based on several factors. There are also age,
gender and CVD type differences in Tapp attributable CVD
mortalities. More region specific studies on Tapp- CVD
mortality are needed from LMICs to better understand this
association and build capacity.
Key messages:
� The regional burden of cold attributable CVD deaths needs

to be considered along with heat. Age and gender specific
differences in the association need to be further studied
globally.

� The development regional and contextual climate-health
action plans, as seen in some European countries, could be
enhanced by such studies and reduce the burden of
temperature attributable CVD deaths.
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Background and Aims:
The Regions Ostrava and Karvina are the most polluted areas
in the Czech Republic. The aim of this study was the analysis of
effect of ambient fine particles (PM2.5) on acute hospital
admissions for respiratory causes.
Methods:
In the period 2013-2019, a total of 20,490 cases of acute
hospitalization from respiratory causes (J00-99 according to
ICD-10) was registered. The daily PM2.5 concentrations were
measured at 5 stations. The analyses were performed in two
ways: i) including extreme values (max. 224 mg.m-3) and ii) for
PM2.5<60 mg.m-3 (5% of the highest values were cut off). The
generalized additive model (GAM) for Poisson distribution
was used for the analyses; the „thin plate regression spline‘‘ was
applied to smooth the pressure, relative humidity and a
temperature. The model was adjusted for meteorological
conditions, incidence of acute respiratory infections, days off,
the order of a day in a week and the area. The calculation was
done for lag0 to lag3 days. The analyses were completed using
the SW Stata v.14 and SW R v.3.6.1 with the use of mgcv
package v.1.8-28.
Results:
The median age of patients was 57 years (IQR 4-75 years), 56%
were men. The annual PM2.5 values ranged from 18.5 to
31.0 mg.m-3. Based on the fully adjusted model, a10 mg.m-3
increase in PM2.5 was associated with an increase in hospital
admission of 1.0% (95% CI: 0.2-1.8%) for lag0 and lag2, 1.2%
(95% CI: 0.5-1.9%) for lag3. The percentage changes for
models with values of PM2.5<60 mg.m-3 were higher - 1.8%
(95% CI: 0.3-3.2%) for lag0 and 3.3% (95% CI: 2.0-4.7%) for
lag1-lag3.
Conclusions:
The analyses confirmed the effect of ambient fine particulates
(PM2.5) on acute hospital admissions for respiratory causes in
the regions Ostrava and Karvina.
This presentation was supported by the project TH03030195 of
the Technology Agency of the Czech Republic and the project
Healthy Aging in the Industrial Environment CZ.02.1.01/0.0/
0.0/16_019/0000798 (HAIE).
Key messages:
� A positive association was confirmed between short-term

concentrations of PM2.5 and acute hospital admissions for
respiratory causes (lag0-lag3).
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